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I Latest generation 

 

Listen to a dialogue. 

While listening, complete the table below in 1 to 5 words or in numbers. 

You now have 30 seconds to look at the table. 

 

You will hear the recording once only. 

You will have 30 seconds at the end of the recording to complete your 

answers. 

 

 

1 gadget grandma uses  

2 reason for using it  

3 one advantage of using it  

4 one title grandma mentions  

 

 

 4 
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II News 

 

Listen to the news. 

While listening, match the headings with the places in the table below. 

Be careful, there is one heading more than you need. 

You now have 30 seconds to look at the task. 

 

You will hear the recording twice. 

You will have 30 seconds between each recording and 20 seconds at the 

end of the recording to complete your answers. 

 

 

 

Headings 

a) Amazing photos of Asians 

b) Film recording caused trouble 

c) Teenage programme changed 

d) Best sold film and its wealthy hero 

e) Scientists have to find new answers 

 

 

Beijing London Pittsburgh New York 

    

 

 

 4 
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III Facebook 

 

Listen to a dialogue about Facebook. 

While listening, answer the following questions in 1 to 8 words or in 

numbers. 

You now have 20 seconds to look at the questions. 

 

You will hear the recording twice. 

You will have 30 seconds between each recording and 30 seconds at the 

end of the recording to complete your answers. 

 

 

 

1 Why is the girl against Facebook? (2 facts) 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

2 What does she recommend her brother? 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

3 What have the parents done? 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 4 
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IV Cinema 

 

Listen to a radio show about the topic cinema. 

While listening, complete the sentences below in 1 to 5 words. 

You now have 30 seconds to look at the sentences. 

 

You will hear the recording twice. 

You will have 30 seconds between each recording and 30 seconds at the 

end of the recording to complete your answers. 

 

 

Speaker 1 

a) The speaker prefers __________________________________ most. 

b) The most annoying thing for the speaker during performances is 

______________________________ . 

 

Speaker 2 

c) Cartoons are often produced for ___________________________________ . 

d) She doesn’t want difficult stories, because she ________________________ . 

 

Speaker 3 

e) He doesn’t like to go to the cinema, because DVDs are _________________ . 

f) He dislikes science fiction films, because they are _____________________ . 
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